
 
 

19” Argentium Sterling 
Silver “Bellezza” Necklace 

 
A Handwoven Classic Collection 

Necklace by Arpaia Lang  
 

 
Necklace 
 
 Fabricated by Kimberly Arpaia in New Haven, Connecticut. 
 
 Metal:  .925 Argentium Sterling Silver core plated with 400 mils 
.999 pure silver.  Minimum thickness guaranteed by x-ray technology.  
High-tech plating performed in New Hampshire, US. 
 
 Approximate Weight: 103.7 grams 
 
 Open Chain Link:  Queen’s Link 
 
 Wire Gauge: 16 
 
 Approximate Diameter of Link:  1/2" 
  
 Approximate Size Lobster Clasp:  15/16” length x 1/2” width at 
 widest point. 



Arpaia Lang Classic Collection 
   

  
 This bracelet is from the Arpaia Lang Classic Collection.  Each 
heirloom piece is crafted with museum-grade quality for beauty and 
longevity, and all chains have exceptional drape and balance for 
superior comfort.  Our hand-woven chains are designed with simple 
elegance for everyday wear.  
 
 
Special Care Instructions   
 
 
While this necklace is strong and can be worn as an 
everyday piece, it is fine jewelry and we recommend 
appropriate care.  Do not wear while sleeping, swimming, 
showering, bathing, exercising, playing sports, working with 
chemicals, or house cleaning.  Last On / First Off:  Put on 
last after grooming and take off first before retiring. 
 
CLEAN WITH SOFT MICROFIBER CLOTH AFTER EVERY WEAR 
BEFORE STORING.  As needed, wash in warm water with mild soap 
(non-detergent) using a clean soft cloth.  Use hairdryer to dry or lay 
piece flat on a clean towel and gently wipe off water with dry soft 
cloth.   
 
Do not use toothpaste, abrasives or other harsh agents to clean this 
necklace – the silver and beautiful surface finishing could be 
damaged or permanently ruined. 
 
If necklace becomes discolored (develops a patina or surface tarnish) 
and no longer possesses a bright white and lively finish (looks dull 
and gray), it may need a quick one second dip in a liquid silver 
jewelry cleaner to remove the oxidation (a natural process of silver 
when in contact with air, which causes the discoloration).  After using 
jewelry cleaner, always wash necklace in warm soapy water to 
remove any residue and then thoroughly rinse clean.  It is important 
to use a silver jewelry dip very infrequently, if at all, because silver 
cleaners are harsh and can permanently damage precious metals if 
not used carefully. 
 



Do not hesitate to contact Arpaia Lang if you have questions or 
require any other assistance with respect to cleaning, protecting, 
refurbishing or repairing any of our Classic Collection pieces. 
 
Arpaia Lang provides expert jewelry repair services, professional 
cleaning and refurbishment of all our jewelry, and we supply quote for 
your approval in advance of performing work.   
 
See Gems 101 for more jewelry care information. 


